
 
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Graph-Tech USA Adapts COVID-19 Passport System for 

Immediate Implementation 
 

Responding to the current commercial environment, in just a few weeks Graph-Tech USA 
(GTUS®) modifies and delivers a COVID-19 Passport System that prints IQ-R barcodes for 
COVID-19 identification cards in Hungary. The system is now producing more than 1,000,000 
cards per week. 

 
 
 

 
 
Fort Pierce, FL, June 2021 – A leader in card systems and digital high-speed, single-pass inkjet 
printing, Graph-Tech USA recently adapted and launched an all-new system to respond to the 
challenges and demands of the COVID-19 commercial environment. 
 
The new EMV RUNNER eL (entry level) incorporates Graph-Tech’s patented open contactless 
EMV/NFC encoding technology to print a highly secure identification feature developed by Jura. 
Jura’s IQ-R technology verifies and authenticates identities with a deeper layer of encryption 
hidden within 2D printed barcodes.  
 
“The future now lies in contactless payment and identification systems,” said Markus Portmann, 
GTUS founder and president. “Already on track before COVID-19, both consumers and retailers 
are further adapting to contactless payment that makes shopping experiences touchless, safer 
and so much faster. Graph-Tech develops every critical technology that we offer. We are a one-
stop shop for a complete, economical and user-friendly solution that is supported by dedicated 
professionals.” 
 
Graph-Tech VP of Sales Bill Strater added: “Graph-Tech’s EMV RUNNER eL combines the 
already proven and reliable GTUS magnetic encoder and eZ-Inkjet – the industry’s smoothest 
card transport – and the GT controller with its new NFC antenna section to program contactless 
5 to 10 cards in parallel. If it takes 5 seconds per card, with 10 antennas, you can make 10 
cards in 5 seconds.” 
 
“We pride ourselves on making our technology scalable and easily adaptable for the future,” 
said Portmann. “What we achieved for the COVID-19 Passport System in Hungary can be done 
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for similar objectives anywhere such solutions are needed. Through Graph-Tech, you can start 
with a small system with 5 antennas and scale up to 20 antennas as demand increases. The 
more antennas you install, the more products you can produce per hour.” 
 
About Graph-Tech USA 
GTUS is an industry leader in digital high-speed, single-pass inkjet printing. GTUS offers digital 
inkjet system solutions for card printing, packaging, labels, direct mail, lottery tickets, 
pharmaceuticals and many other custom applications. Whether for paper, plastic, cardboard, 
RFID encoding or textiles, GTUS has a digital-printing system solution. For more information 
about Graph-Tech, visit https://www.graphtech.us/. 
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